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Abstract 

The proposed research aims to test the hypothesis that bedrock fracture patterns controlled by 
topographically induced stresses influence local variability of seismic site conditions in southern 
California. We continued to examine a potential control of topographic stress on subsurface 
seismic velocity structure in certain region of southern California. We explored the connections 
between topographic stress influence on the local variability of near surface material properties 
and seismic site conditions. From the study of previous years 2016-2017 (SCEC Award#16076), 
we showed that the VS30 of the San Bernardino Mountains is slower than the VS30 of the San 
Gabriel Mountains. In our SGM site, the spatial distribution of stress model proxy shows a 
similar distribution with the P-wave tomography from our seismic refraction survey. For this 
work from 2017-2018 (SCEC Award#17030), we continue to examine the connection between 
topographic influences on material strengths in southern California. In this year’s work, we 
found that the length-scale dependent relationships between compiled VS30 measurements from 
218 sites in southern California and topographic metrics of slope and relief measured over 
various length scales. The correlations between topographic metrics and VS30 are weak but 
statistically significant, and the correlations are improved when topographic slopes and relief are 
measured over length scales longer than typical hillslopes, and VS30 sites are separated by 
different geologic groups. This is likely because VS30, especially on the rock sites, is better 
reflected in topographic metrics that capture large-scale topographic relief, as well as landscape 
positions such as hilltops and valley bottoms. This work is currently submitted to the Bulletin of 
the Seismological Society of America. 
 
Methods 
We used 218 measurements of VS30 in southern California from Yong et al. (2016), which 
consists of direct measurements from invasive and/or noninvasive, body- and/or surface-wave 
tests. At each site location, we calculate 1) the average slope and curvature from DEMs 
smoothed over various radii and 2) local relief as an elevation difference within a circular 
window of varying size. Then, we examine how the correlations between VS30 measurements and 
topographic metrics change with varying length-scales of the window for different geologic 
groups. We examine the trends, uncertainties, and differences of those correlations. Lastly, we 
discuss the mechanisms and implications of the length-scale dependent relationships between 
VS30 and topographic metrics. 

Results & Discussion  

Topographic metrics of both slopes and local reliefs show weakly positive, but statistically 
significant correlations with VS30, while the strengths of correlation vary depending on 
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topographic metrics and geologic groups (Figure 1 and 2). Interestingly, R2 values between VS30 
and topographic slopes differ depending on smoothing radii and geologic groups. For all sites 
and rock sites, the highest R2 values are observed from slope calculated from smoothed DEMs 
with relatively large smoothing radii (e.g., 900-1100 m). 

Systematic analysis of VS30 as a function of topographic metrics indicates that slopes calculated 
from smoothed DEMs on the order of >100s of meters result in higher R2 values and lower 
RMSE than those from a high resolution 30 m DEM (Figure 2). The topographic metrics from 
topographic smoothing show marginal improvement on the relationships with VS30 compared to 
slopeSRTM900, but our approach using topographic smoothing helps to identify the sites with large 
discrepancies between measured and predicted VS30 from slopeSRTM900 (Figure 3). The fact that 
VS30 shows greater correlation with topographic gradients measured over length scales larger than 
typical hillslope length scales (e.g., 100 – 200 m) (Schmidt and Montgomery, 1995; Dibiase et 
al., 2018), especially for all sites and rock sites, indicates that VS30 is likely better reflected on a 
large-scale topographic relief rather than topographic variations on the hillslope scales.  

Our work shows that the strength of correlation can be affected by the length scales of 
characteristic landforms, the landscape positions, and different geologic groups. These results 
suggest that the relationships between topographic metrics and VS30 likely result from various 
factors such as topography, surface processes, and underlying tectonics and geology. The 
quantitative analysis of topography at various length scales with robust statistical tests helps us to 
estimate the spatial distribution of VS30 better and potentially improve the accuracy of hazard 
assessment in certain areas. This work is currently submitted to the Bulletin of the Seismological 
Society of America. 

 

 

Figure 1. Plot showing the ranges of R2 from linear models between VS30 and topographic 
metrics of slope and local relief for A) all sites, B) Quaternary deposit sites, C) rock sites, D) 
rock sites for igneous and metamorphic rocks, and E) rock sites for sedimentary rocks. Slopes 
from smoothed topography with relatively large smoothing radii produce higher R2 than 
slopeSRTM900 for all sites, rock sites, igneous and metamorphic rock sites, and sedimentary rock 
sites.  
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Figure 2. Plot of VS30 as a function of A, D) slopeSRTM900, B, E) slope900, and C, F) slopeNED30, 
color-coded by corresponding curvature (A-C) and geologic groups (D-F). R2, RQ2, Rim2, and Rs2 
represents the correlation coefficient from a linear model between VS30 and topographic metrics 
using all sites, Quaternary deposit sites, igneous and metamorphic rock sites, and sedimentary 
rock sites, respectively.   The strength of correlations between VS30 and topographic metrics vary 
depending on length scales.    
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Figure 3. Maps showing the topographic metrics of (A, D, G) elevation, (B, E, H) slope, and C, 
F, I) curvature near three VS30 sites. Topographic metrics are calculated from (A, B, C) 
DEMNED30, (D, E, F) DEM900, and (G, H, I) DEMSRTM900. Two samples, AY.TA2 and RK.51, 
from topographic ridges are shown in red circles, and RK.50 from the valley bottom is shown in 
a white circle. The extent of the map is shown in the black box in Figure 1, and the black line 
shows the transect shown in Figure 6.  Information on landscape positions and large-scale 
topographic variations are better preserved in DEM900, the smoothed DEM from a high-
resolution DEM, than a low-resolution SRTM 900 m DEM.   
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